Marita Rahlenbeck’s Fall 2016 Retreat Offerings
Crystal Play Readings
Offered only at events, this short, concise yet powerful reading is playful and direct. Using stones,
crystals, cards and playfulness, I will give you a focused perspective on what your Spirit Guides wish
you to hear and what your heart needs the most.

Retreat special pricing: $30 ~ about 20 minutes and/or until the message is complete

Essence Images Paintings - Acrylic
Since my last visit to Crow Wing, I’ve begun creating my essence
images in acrylic. Because of the time and materials required to paint
these, I am offering a very limited amount - preferably PREORDERED/PRE-PAID so I can bring them along all complete. You can
always order one and I will ship it. I’ve sent them all over the country,
and across the world. But. Wouldn’t it be fun to go home with such a
treasure.
I offer two sizes, 5x5 $75.00 or 9x12 $100.00

What they say:

“I loved the soul [Essence] Image that you channeled for me. I’m not sure if I had told you this, but
we had been creating soul stars in some of our classes. So when you gave me this amazing gift I was blown away. I felt like
the Universe had sent you as a messenger, responding to my desire to know the parts of myself that aren’t covered in skin! It
is a marvelous meditation piece to help focus in connecting to my higher self. I love it. Thank you so much.”
~Rev. Renee Bledsoe, Florida
“Marita, thank you for my essence image. It was such a joy to receive it; I have it in my office where I can see it every day.
Every time I look at it I think about the people I have met, like you, throughout the world … I think it’s all too easy to think we
are alone in this world when really we are all one essence sharing space together. In my image I see myself swirling in the
centre and little parts of me breaking away to connect with others. That’s how we met and now we can grow together as one
instead of two.”
~Victoria Hansen, New South Wales, Australia
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In cabin surprises:
As always, I will have the Amethyst BioMat - 15 minutes of yummy energy for $15.00
Sign up or stop by Cabin ______ to see if you can pop on. You’ll be so glad you did.
What’s the BioMat?
A tri-synergy device consisting of Negative Ions, Far Infrared and
Amethyst crystals. [It is an FDA – approved Medical device
(#2954299).] People who use this report improved immune
function, noticeable reduction in fatigue and stress, better weight
control, and increased blood circulation. Because it helps remove
toxins from the body, people also experience an increase in energy
and vitality, reduction and inflammation and associated pain, and
strengthening of the cardiovascular system.

Said another way: it’ll take you to a very happy place where you can meet God …

Alphay’s Medicinal Mushroom tea - A delicious blend of Lingzhi (Reishi), Shitake, Maitake, King
Oyster, Agaricus Blazei and organic black tea. Supports the immune system, circulatory system,
digestion, modulates blood pressure, nutritious and so much more. Amazingly YUM. Stop by for a taste.
You’ll love it.

Experience what I call God In A Piece of Fabric - functional bedding taken quantum. Energy medicine
at its best.
Linens infused with Far Infrared, Negative Ions, Bamboo and Chiton….. if you’re energy sensitive and
aware, you’ll feel it immediately.
These sheets gave me my brain back after a nasty Traumatic Brain Injury, as they ease the body into
REM where healing occurs. I travel with them (yup, I remake the beds in hotels. And yup, I have my
sheet with me here!)

And, crystals, stones and other surprises not
highlighted in the lodge for sale in my cabin. I use the
crystals in the readings, but most are for sale… I’m
known for carrying unique and very affordable crystals
and for honoring them so they don’t feel like they’ve
been hiding in a box in the back of a closet…They are
happy!
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